Pre-Shipment Inspection Services in Angola

APLICABLE REGULATION

BIVAC - Bureau Veritas Group has worked for the government of the Republic of Angola for more than five years as the exclusive Pre-Shipment Inspection (PSI) provider.

Since June 2013, Presidential Decree nº63/13, changed program from mandatory to voluntary.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Programme Objectives:

- Facilitate the trading activities,
- Provide assistance to Customs authorities,
- Protect consumer safety and the environmental.

Key Benefits:

- Guarantee the quality and promptness of commercial transactions,
- Ensure that goods meet current regulations and conform to contract specifications,
- Reduce the overall cost, delay of customs release and minimize the risks.

SOLUTIONS

Bureau Veritas will carry out pre-shipment inspections in the country of export to verify the conformity of the goods in order to issue the Certificate required prior to the arrival of the goods in Angola.

Bureau Veritas works side by side with you and accompanies you to incorporate into your sustainable business strategy certain demands and objectives.

TYPE OF INSPECTIONS

Voluntary inspection for all products. Goods with voluntary inspection can be cleared through the “green channel” system.

WHY CHOOSE BUREAU VERITAS

- Nearly 200 years of experience at your service
  Improves performance in relation to QHSE-SA issue
  Provides solutions and technical services.

- Around the world, there by your side
  An international network providing global presence

- A strong, recognized brand
  Recognized and accredited by the most important organizations

For further information and last updates, please contact:

Luanda Liaison Office
Rua João de Barros nº56
Luanda - Angola
Tel: +244 227 280 428       Mobile: +244 939 328 536
www.bureauveritas.co.ao